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SUMMARY:
The present work outlines a methodological framework for “ordering” through progressive levels of analyses
different evaluation models concerning the seismic vulnerability at urban scale, with respect to the possible final
objectives: seismic scenarios, emergency or urban planning, as far as seismic mitigation or economical
estimates.
The research work has been developed within the URBISIT Project, funded by Italian Civil Department (DPC).
The paper illustrates the general framework governing each assessment level and the mutual relation between
each of them. Following, each level of analyses is systematically described also through some recent
applications, carried out on some representative Italian urban centres.
In the end, a correlation among different assessment levels is carried out in order to better focus the usability of
each model as well as its reliability with respect to the possible objectives. Finally some conclusions are drawn
and possible development of the research outlined.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The assessment of seismic vulnerability of buildings is one of the most relevant activities in
earthquake engineering, and it is generally characterised by a great diversity due to its different
possible objectives: decisions in the post-earthquake emergency, strategies to reduce seismic risk,
predictions for seismic upgrading, territorial planning, macro seismic mapping, the property insurance
market.
Undoubtedly one of the crucial aspects influencing vulnerability evaluation is represented by the scale
of the assessment, in turn influencing the method and the level of assessment.
When the final goal of the analysis is the evaluation of the seismic risk at extensive scale, regional or
national, one of the most recognised methods for achieving this purpose is the use of vulnerability
classes derived by macroseismic scales as MSK or ‘EMS 98 (Medvedev 1977, Grunthal 1998).
In Italy Civil Protection Department (CPD) developed seismic risk maps by processing data provided
by the National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT) on dwellings and population at national scale.
Vulnerability was processed by calibrating the assortment of MSK vulnerability classes for each
municipality of the country (Di Pasquale et al. 1997, 2005, Lucantoni et al. 2001).
When dealing with smaller scales of analysis, as the urban scale, the use of macro-seismic classes may
become inadequate or insufficient, thus requiring more accurate descriptions of the building
population.
The method here presented is specifically focused on the seismic vulnerability assessment of a urban
centre, the boundaries of which should as much as possible match with the ones provided by existing
urban plans.
The work, outlines three different levels of analysis of seismic vulnerability of a urban centre, each
other ranked as function of the information amount required, reliability of results, and final purposes
of analyses. In the following, once provided a general overview of each level in terms of data needed,

possible objectives and final outputs, a specific paragraph is dedicated to the use of macroseismic
classes, as defined by EMS scale and further upgrades.

2. LEVELS OF ANALYISIS OF SEISMIC VULNERABILITY
2.1. Overview on assessment levels of a urban centre
The assessment levels of a urban centre are outlined starting from a preliminary set of information,
defined as Level 0, associated with the one achieved at national scale, providing cumulative
vulnerability distributions for each municipality starting from the ISTAT database.
The levels, progressively numbered from 1 to 3, are described in the following:


Level of analysis 1 – This level of analysis requires basic information, mainly relying on
existing data with very few integrations which must be collected on site. The urban layout is
split into different zones as much as possible homogeneous with respect to seismic
vulnerability. The minimum unit of analysis is represented by EMS 98 macro-seismic classes,
as illustrated in §2.2.
Possible objectives: Seismic damage scenarios for urban emergency planning. Ranking among
different homogenous zones aimed to planning or mitigation policies.
 Level of analysis 2 – This information level enables some uncertainties of level 1 to be
reduced. The minimum unit of analysis is the building type, described through constructive,
structural and architectural features as far as seismic vulnerability may be concerned (storeys
number, constructive technique, structural regularity). Building types must be recognised and
associated with building populations as large as possible to enable a statistical approach.
Possible objectives: More refined seismic scenarios. Support to mitigation and strengthening
policies, economical estimates, urban ranking.
 Level of analysis 3 – Level 3 is associated with a detailed level of information consisting on
the assessment of the single structural unit. The minimum level of analysis is represented by
the structural unit, defined as structural system homogenous from bottom to top and
presumptively structurally independent from adjacent buildings. Because of the amount of
information required, consisting in a one to one building survey, this level is reasonably
carried out on restricted urban areas either for calibrating the information previously collected
or for specific further objectives.
Possible objectives: Calibration of seismic vulnerability carried out at previous levels of
analysis, support to mitigation and strengthening policies and economical estimates, use of
more refined models for vulnerability assessment and damage scenarios.
It is worth noticing that in affording the vulnerability of a urban layout, the above assessment levels do
not require to be necessarily all experimented. In relation to the objectives as well as to the available
resources of local or central Authorities (coordinating the works), the analysis can start at any Level,
and may include partial upgrades on selected areas (example: level 1 on whole urban centre, level 3 on
historic centre only).

2.2. Macroseismic classes for Italian building inventory
Notwithstanding the peculiarities of each assessment level and the limit recognised to macroseismic
classes, EMS vulnerability classes are used in the present work with the purpose of correlating each
other the outputs of the three analysis levels as well as optimizing the overall assessment of the urban
layout through its preliminary partition in homogeneous zones.
In order the correlation to be carried out, final outputs of each evaluation level are at the end of each
elaboration level also converted in EMS classes.
In the original formulation carried out by Grunthal (1992, 1998), macroseismic classes are assumed to
be universally valid so that their applicability covers the entire worldwide population of ordinary

buildings, thus enabling correlation between seismic vulnerability of different countries and structural
conceptions (Table 2. 1, a).
According to EMS approach, each vulnerability class includes a very wide range of buildings with
different structural performance. Since ‘90 it was recognised by the scientific literature on the topic its
unsuitability for describing Italian building population, so that the original formulation of EMS classes
was later enhanced in order to better fit the Italian ordinary buildings assortment.
The method here proposed, shown in Table 2. 1, b), is based on an upgrade of the approach previously
proposed by Dolce et al (2000) specifically focused on the Italian building inventory. The table
provides a mutual association between vertical and horizontal structures the combination of which
univocally brings to find out the corresponding vulnerability class.
Table 2. 1. a) Macrosesimic classes provided by EMS 98 scale; b) Assignment process for the Italian building
population
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The above criterion also relies on the date of construction matched up with the year of seismic
classification of each municipality. So that buildings realised following 1974, (i.e. national seismic
code n.64) are associated with class D (split in D1 and D2 respectively related to masonry and r.c.)
compared to those built up before that date or after 1974 in municipalities without any seismic
classification (classes A,B,C1 and C2).
ERD buildings (Earthquake Resistance Design) are associated with the enactment of the recent new
Italian seismic code in its early version (NTC 2005) and buildings included in this group are
reasonably very few being the date very recent.
The table also provides a condition for taking into account the buildings retrofitted following their
construction: the class between brackets outlines the trigger of each class in presence strengthening
devices. For historic masonry buildings structural upgrades are represented by ties and ring beams
even introduced following their construction.
Damage Probability Matrices associated with vulnerability classes, specifically calibrated since ’80
(Irpinia Earthquake, 1980) for Italian building population, enable rapid damage scenarios to be
formulated as function of a seismic severity (Braga et al.1982, a,b; Di Pasquale et al.1997).

3. LEVEL OF ANALYIS 1
Data for Level 1 are achieved through a survey form on purpose developed in occasion of previous
researches (Dolce et al., 2011) requiring the description of each homogenous zone into which the
urban centre is preliminarily divided.

Since relying on existing information, this level requires a certain support from local authorities or
technicians with a specific knowledge of the urban and constructive development of the town through
the years.
One helpful tool facilitating the identification of homogenous zones is represented by the map of the
chronological development of the urban centre, if existing. These information must be combined with
those provided by local technicians about main structural features of ordinary buildings according to
Table 2. 1,b). Usually for small centres within 5000 inhabitants, up to five zones can be outlined.
Bigger centres require several zones to be carefully described. To make an example the Italian town of
Faenza (around 58.000 inhabitants), recently investigated, required up to 32 zones.
The form collects information concerning the percentage assortment of each zone Zi in term of
prevalent vulnerability classes (up to three), following the criterion of Table 2.1,b) together with
exposure data like total number of buildings, dwellings and residential population, when provided by
local authorities.
The percentage vulnerability distribution over each zone is hence expressed by P(Vc) where Vc is the
vulnerability class (varying from A to D2).
For each zone also a prevalent class PCi is defined, mostly used for speedy seismic scenarios.
Since the most frequent class is not necessarily the most vulnerable, in order to avoid underestimation
of the overall vulnerability, the prevalent class of each zone is defined through the percentage
assortment, weighed in relation to a vulnerability severity, associated to each class.
When not provided during the inspection, exposure (in term of buildings, dwellings and population)
can also be obtained through a process of data merging governed by a GIS, between ISTAT census
sectors Cj and vulnerability zones Zi.
Level 1 is specifically drawn for damage scenarios at urban scale, which are processed combining
vulnerability with seismic hazard, consisting of a seismic microzonation sharing the urban territory
into different areas affected by amplification factor (Fa). Applications of this method were recently
carried out by CPD on 24 Italian municipalities of Valdaso, situated in Central Italy (Dolce et al.,
2011).
Figure 1 (left) shows the map of homogeneous zones obtained for one urban centre of Valdaso
(Comunanza), also highlighting the PCi associated with each zone, assumed for seismic scenarios.
Figure 1 (right) illustrates the class vulnerability distribution relatively to each zone. It can be noted
like in zone 2 PCi is class B, while the highest occurrence is associated with class C1.
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Figure 1. Level 1. Homogeneous zones for Comunanza, Valdaso

Figure 2. Seismic scenario of Comunanza showing the number of collapses for each zone.

Figure 2 shows a seismic scenario for Comunanza relatively to building collapses on a return period of
475 years.
Similar approaches in processing seismic scenarios based on speedy vulnerability assessments can be
outlined in the literature on the topic (Fah et al 2000, 2001, Pujades et al 2000, Zuccaro 2009).
Notwithstanding the rapidity of the method, its main advantage compared with Level 0 (national scale
based on ISTAT database), is to produce a preliminary geographic distribution of seismic vulnerability
within the municipal boundaries.

4. LEVEL OF ANALYIS 2
The shift between Level 1 and Level 2 basically consists in moving the focus of the assessment from a
global and expert evaluation, to the recognition of those building types specific of a urban settlement.
The building type is defined through a number of given structural and architectonic features associated
with an ideal prototype of building which can be assumed sufficiently representative of a given
population of buildings.
The parameters describing each building type in the present work, are:
 Age of construction;
 Vertical structural type;
 Horizontal structural type;
 Structural regularity
 Building contiguity;
 Number of storeys;
 Strengthening devices;
Each building type is univocally identified through an alphanumeric label (defined by the format AAA-N-a-n) where single items respectively highlight the Vertical type (MU=masonry, MI= mixed, CA=
r.c.); followed by structural regularity and building contiguity (A=contiguous buildings;
R/I=regular/irregular buildings); construction period (0= ≤1919 period; 1= before seismic
classification; 2= post 1974; 3= post 2005) and afterwards by a progressive letter qualifying further
variability of the type like horizontal/roof type and presence of strengthening devices. The storey
number is specifically coded when greater than 3 storeys (+3). According to the amount of variables
taken into account, their mutual combination drives to the identification of a wide “vocabulary” of
structural types (432). Differently from similar methods, in this case the list of building types is
conceived “open” so that it can be upgraded in relation to the specificity of each place.

Each building type is also associated with a vulnerability class according to the criterion illustrated in
Table 2. 1, b).
Depending on the final objective of this level, a form specific of each building type can also be filled
in, in order to collect the main structural features of each type, also including a scheme of a
representative building. The form also highlights (on a specific section) the most frequent structural
problems of each individual building type. This may become a helpful tool in case either of mitigation
or strengthening policies undertaken by local or central authorities as well as economical estimates.
The form shows the advantage to establish a strong link between building types, as above defined, and
the local structural vulnerabilities specific of the centre under investigation. Figure 3(b) shows an
example carried out for the town Faenza related to the type MUR1a, included in the full list of
building types observed in the urban centre under investigation (Figure 3,a).
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Figure 3. (a) List of building types identified in Faenza. (b) Form describing building type MUR_1a

Once checked the list of building types recognisable within a given urban centre, Level 2 requires the
identification on the urban layout of those zones reasonably homogeneous over the building type stock
(Ti). Similarly to Level 1, this work necessarily requires the support of local technicians or authorities
in order to enhance the reliability of recognition process over the whole territorial extension of the
centre.
The process yielding to the map of (Figure 4) enables the optimisation of urban zones Zi identified at
Level 1.
Optimisation process is performed through the conversion of building types into EMS classes in order
to minimize the number of classes coexisting in a generic zone Zi and attempting at the same time the
new boundaries to match with the urban morphology and road system.
Figure 5 shows the association of classes to buildings types of Figure 4 and consequent new
perimeters definition. The overlapping between Level 1 boundaries with those of Level 2 resulting
from the optimization process is illustrated in Figure 6 (a). The correlation of the vulnerability
distribution corresponding to the two layouts is discussed in §6.
Exposure of each zone is still obtained by ISTAT dataset by matching Cj data census with Ti subzones,
according to a similar criterion illustrated in §3. Cumulative exposure for each zone Zi, related to the
town of Faenza, is shown in Figure 6 (b).
Information achieved at Level 2 in terms of building types also enables more refined damage scenarios
to be processed through different sets of available fragility curves (Lagomarsino et al.2006, Rota et al.
2008) associated with building types very close to those identified in the present work.

Figure 4 – Example of map showing Ti zones homogenous for building type consistency

Figure 5 – Example of map showing Zi zones homogenous for vulnerability class assortment
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Figure 6 – (a) Overlapping between Level 1 and Level 2 ; (b) Cumulative exposure for all zones as defined at
Level 2

This level, thank to the detailed information on the urban settlement, can represent a useful support
even to urban planning policies. The Municipality of Faenza, together with 5 associated
municipalities, is at present working in this direction in renewing urban planning tools (RUE – urban
construction regulation) (Figure 7).

Figure 7 – Urban planning map of Faenza overlapped with Level 2 homogenous zones

5. LEVEL OF ANALYIS 3
Level 3 requires detailed inspections, as a result of this it can be reasonably carried out on limited
zones the eligibility of which may result by previous levels, if performed.
The requirement in term of time expenditure and technical support needed, in order to be this level
carried out, is notable since the minimum analysis unit, as outlined in §2.1, consists in the single
building.
The main effort in approaching this level is not represented by the one-to-one building data collection,
according to any survey form available in the literature, rather than in the preliminary identification of
each structural unit.
This problem is particularly relevant in Italy where historic centres are mostly realised by building
blocks consisting of adjacent buildings, built up through the years according to a spontaneous process
and generally aimed to gradually fill the empty spaces of a urban settlement.
The number of buildings is an important information associated at this level as the exposure in term of
building amount is carried out either at Levels 1 and 2, through ISTAT data.
Each building, following its identification requires an inspection, aimed to achieve information
concerning the structural system, metric data for calculating the overall volume, as well as some
exposure data like the occupants number. Any form can be suitable as far as the detail level can be
comparable with a urban scale assessment.
A suitable CPD for assessing the post earthquake usability of buildings (AeDES), filled up to section 3
(2007). Alternative tools can be defined by forms AS1 and US1 developed by CPD in occasion of a
recent normative tool (OPCM 4007, 29/02/2012) regulating public funds for seismic mitigation and
microzonation. The innovative element in this case is represented by form AS1, dedicated to the
building block in its whole, while US1 is comparable to the AeDES form.
Information collected at this level enable on one hand the careful calibration of exposure which may
be particularly useful for economic estimates. On the other hand it allows seismic vulnerability of each
building to be looked at, which can be processed through different models, from EMS classes
assignment, as far as vulnerability indicators (Bernardini, 2004).
So far level 3 has been carried out in association with Level 1, on around 25 urban centres of central
Italy, averagely sized, including those mentioned in §3, with the purpose of calibrating the extensive
vulnerability on historic centres. It is in progress its application in the town of Faenza, with the aim of
checking a specific “portion” of the town corresponding to the limit condition for emergency (CLE)
according to OPCM 4007 requirements. Once completed, it will be possible to compare results of
Level 3 with those obtained at previous levels.

6. CORRELATION BETWEEN ANALYIS LEVELS AND CONCLUSIONS
An early attempt to correlate the above analysis levels is carried out by comparing each other the
percentage assortment of vulnerability classes obtained at different assessment levels. The limit which
can be recognized to this approach, is that so far class assignment process is independent from the
level of assessment.
According to the above criterion, the correlation can be drawn solely for Level 1 and 3, while for
Level 2 only few considerations can be made at present.
Figure 7 highlights the correlation, on the 25 urban centres introduced in §3, between Level 1 and 3.
For each sample, data gained through the on street survey (Level 3) have been converted into EMS
classes according to the criterion shown in Table 2. 1,b), and percentage assortments calculated. These
have been compared with the early estimation produced at Level 1 relatively to zones 1 (historic
centres). Since limited to historic centres only, correlation can be carried out only for few classes,
respectively A, B, C1. One can note low correlation factors for classes B and C1 (0.1 and 0.4); class A
(0.63) also outlines a certain overestimation exerted by level 1. This might yields preliminary to
conclude that level 1 is little reliable for historic centres, where further calibrations are needed,
because of the specificity of the urban settlement.
So far Level 2 has been limited to just two samples differently sized (Faenza 58.000 and Solarolo
4.500 inhabitants respectively), the results of which are plotted in Figure 9 (a,b). The historic centre of
Solarolo was investigated as far as Level 3, as shown in Figure 9 a). Figure 9 b) is strictly related to
Figure 6 a), as it highlights the difference in vulnerability distribution corresponding to the two sets of
homogenous zones, resulting from first and second level of analysis of the town. Both histograms,
respectively related to the historic centre (Solarolo) and whole town of Faenza, show encouraging
correlations among Level 2 with lower and upper analysis levels, although the smallness of the
building sample.
Next results coming from Level 3 of Faenza and further applications on differently sized urban centres
will be helpful to widening the sample, enhance the correlation and better focus the reliability and
usability of each assessment level.
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